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The primary challenge in these two methods is the rejection of
spurious minima. Furthermore, the regression-based methods
do not work well on words of short length because of the lack
of a sufficient number of minima points. Other approaches for
handwritten word skew detection are based on density
distribution. In [4], several histograms are computed for
different vertical projections. Then, the entropy is calculated
for each one of them. The histogram with the lowest entropy
determines the word skew angle. In [5], Kavallieratou et al.
calculate the Wigner-Ville distribution for several horizontal
projection histograms. The word skew angle is selected by the
Wigner-Ville distribution having the maximal intensity. The
main problem for these projection based methods is the high
computational cost since an image has to be rotated for each
angle. Jian-xiong Dong et al. [1] have proposed to maximize a
global measure which is defined by the Radon transform and
calculate its gradient in order to estimate the word skew.
Furthermore, Blumenstein et al. [6] identify the skew by
detecting the center of mass in each half (right and left) of a
word image. The skew angle is estimated by hypothesizing a
line between the two centers and by measuring its angle with
the x-axis.
In this paper we present a novel coarse-to-fine handwritten
word skew estimation method that is fast, has low
computational cost, is accurate and doesn’t depend on the
minima of the word. In that way, the proposed technique
provides an accurate estimation of the word skew, even for
words with spurious minima and small length. It is based on
the detection of the core-region and the calculation of the
centers of mass of the right and left part of the word image. At
first, a rough estimation and correction of the skew is made by
cutting vertically the word in two equal overlapping parts,
detecting the corresponding center of mass in each part and
calculating the inclination of the line that connects them. This
step is essential in order to have accurate core-region detection.
Afterwards, we take advantage of the information inside the
core-region in order to iteratively make a finer estimation of
the skew.

Abstract— The estimation and correction of handwritten
word skew is a difficult and challenging task since it has to be
independent of the variations due to handwriting style and
writing conditions. In this paper, a coarse-to-fine technique that
integrates core-region information is presented. At first, a rough
estimation and correction of the skew is accomplished by cutting
vertically the word in two overlapping parts, detecting the center
of mass in each part and calculating the inclination of the line
that connects the two centers of mass. Afterwards, the coreregion of the word is detected, the word is cut again in two
overlapping parts and the centers of mass are calculated
disregarding all the information outside the core-region
(ascenders and descenders). The inclination of the line that
connects the updated centers of mass corresponds to a finer
estimation of the word skew. After correcting the detected skew
the last step of core-region detection and skew correction is
repeated iteratively in order to reach a finer word skew
estimation that will contribute to a successful handwritten word
recognition system. Extensive testing based on various test-sets
has demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithms concerning word skew estimation
while it is more robust in variations of the writing style.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important steps required for handwritten
word recognition is that of detecting and correcting the word
skew. Word skew is defined as the deviation of the baseline of
the word from the horizontal direction. Some degree of word
skew is unavoidable and it is introduced by handwriting styles
of different writers or different writing conditions. The task of
skew correction relates to the normalization of the handwritten
word in terms of skew in order to reduce the word shape
variability. By normalizing each handwritten word, the
subsequent tasks of feature extraction and recognition are
significantly facilitated. Previous research has indicated that
the effect of word skew highly impact on the success of a
handwriting recognition system [1].
In the literature, several methods have been proposed for
handwritten word skew. Madhvanath et al. [2] have used the
image contour to detect the word's minima and determine the
baseline as the regression line through those minima. The
inclination of the regression line is regarded to be the word
skew. Morita et al. [3] have proposed a method based on
mathematical morphology to obtain a pseudo-convex hull
image. At a next step, the minima are detected on the pseudoconvex image, a reference line is fit through those points and
the inclination of this line is considered to be the word skew.
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed coarse-to-fine method is based on two steps
as it is demonstrated in the flowchart of Fig.1. At first, (a) the
word image is divided vertically into two equal overlapping
parts, (b) the corresponding center of mass of the foreground
pixels is detected in each part and (c) the inclination of the line
that connects the two centers of mass is calculated. This leads
to a first rough estimation of the skew angle and the
corresponding correction is applied in the handwritten word
image. Afterwards, at the next step, the core-region of the word
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is deetected and thee word is dividded again verttically in two equal
e
overrlapping partss. The corressponding cennters of masss are
calcuulated, thoughh this time only
o
the inforrmation insidee the
core-region is takeen under conssideration. Thee inclination of
o the
c
of masss is calculatedd and
line that connects the updated centers
w correction iss made in the word image.. The
a neew finer skew
secoond step is repeeated iterativeely till the fineest skew estim
mation
is acccomplished.

S 1: Coarse Estimation oof the Word Skew
Sk
A. Step
Let
L ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ bee the binary hhandwritten word
w
image ܫ௫ ൈ ܫ௬
haviing 1s for forreground pixells and 0s for background pixels
p
(see Fig.2).
ͳ
ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ ൜Ͳ

Ͳ   ݔ൏ ܫ௫
Ͳ   ݕ൏ ܫ௬

(1)

In
I the first sttep, the word image is div
vided in two equal
overrlapping parts.. In order to define those paarts the handw
written
word
d image is divvided horizonttally in three equal
e
stripes as it is
dem
monstrated in Fig.2. The first two thirds of the im
mage
com
mpose the left part with dim
mensions ܫ௫ ൈ ܫ௬ and the rightr
mosst two thirds foorm the right ppart with dimeensions ܫ௫ ൈ ܫ௬ .

Fig. 2.
2 The word is devided in two eequal horizontal overlapping partts with
lengtth ܫ௫ and ܫ௫ respecctevely for the lefft and the right paart.


Afterwards,
A
thhe correspondding centers of
o mass (ݔ
ǡ ݕ
)

 ሻ
and ሺݔ
ǡ ݕ
of the oveerlapping parrts are calcuulated
ording to the following
f
equaations:
acco

௫ୀଶூೣ Ȁଷ
௬ୀூ

௫ୀଶூೣ Ȁଷ
 ௬ୀூூ



ݔ
 ݔെ ܫ௫ Ȁሻ ݂ כሺሺݔǡ ݕሻ൚  ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ
 ൌ   ሺݔ
௫ୀ
௬ୀ

(2)

௫ୀ

௬ୀ


௫ୀଶூೣ Ȁଷ
௬ୀூ

௫ୀଶூೣ Ȁଷ
 ௬ୀூ



ݕ
ൌ  ݂ כ ݕሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ൚  ݂ሺሺݔǡ ݕሻ
௫ୀ

௬ୀ


(3)

௫ୀ
௬ୀ

௫ୀூೣ
௬ୀூ

௫ୀூೣ
௬ୀூ

ݔ ൌ   ሺݔ
 ݔ ܫ௫ Τሻ ݂ כሺሺݔǡ ݕሻ൚  ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ
௫ୀூೣ Ȁଷ
௬ୀ
௫ୀூூೣ
௬ୀூூ

௫ୀூೣ
௬ୀூ


ݕ
ൌ  ݂ כ ݕሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ൚  ݂ሺݔ
ݔǡ ݕሻ
௫ୀூೣ Ȁଷ
௬ୀ

(4)

௫ୀூೣ Ȁଷ
Ȁ
௬ୀ


(5)

௫ୀூೣ Ȁଷ
௬ୀ

Due
D
to the fact that thhe two partss are overlappping


horizontally, the calculation off ݔ
and ݔ
i the
 is done as if
word
d image’s widdth was the suum of the widtth of the two parts.
p

Fig. 1.
1 Flowchart of the
t proposed coarrse-to-fine methoodology.
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௫ୀଶூೣᇲ Ȁଷ
௬ୀ

So, the left centter of mass shifts
s
by half the overlappping
m
shifts byy the
distaance to the left and the rigght center of mass
other half of the overlapping disstance to the right.
r
I order to haave a coarse estimation
In
e
of the skew anggle of
the word
w
image, the
t inclinationn of the line connecting
c
thee two
referrence points (ssee Fig. 3) is calculated
c
usinng eq. 6.


ݕ
 െ ݕ
 ݏൌ ି݊ܽݐଵ ሺ 
ሻ

ݔ
 െ ݔ

௫ୀଶூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

௬ୀ


ݔԢ
 ݔെ ܫ௫ᇱ Ȁሻ ݂ כሺሺݔǡ ݕሻ൚  ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ
 ൌ  ሺݔ
௫ୀ
௬ୀ

௫ୀ

௬ୀ


௫ୀଶூೣᇲ Ȁଷ
௬ୀ


(6)

௫ୀଶூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

௬ୀ

ݕԢ ൌ  ݂ כ ݕሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ൚  ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ

The word image is then rotateed to െ ݏin orrder to correcct the
w
skew.
courrse estimated word

௫ୀூೣᇲ
௬ୀ

௫ୀூூೣᇲ
௬ୀ


ݔԢ
 ݔ ܫ௫ᇱ Τሻ  ݂ כሺݔǡ ݕሻ൚  ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ
 ൌ   ሺݔ
௫ୀூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

(9)

௫ୀூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

௬ୀ

௬ୀ


௫ୀ
ୀூೣᇲ
௬ୀ

௫ୀூೣᇲ
௬ୀ

ݕԢ ൌ  ݂ כ ݕሺݔǡ ݕሻሻ൚  ݂ሺݔ
ݔǡ ݕሻ
௫ୀூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

U
Unlike
the method
m
presennted in [6], in the propposed
methhod, the word image is not divided verticcally in the middle
m
but it
i is separatedd in two equall overlapping parts. In that way,
the overlapping parts are providing continuity
c
in the
A
the propposed
inforrmation of the left and thee right side. Also,
algorithm, due to
t the overllapping partss that introdduces,
u of
calcuulates the centters of mass inn a suitable waay. With the use
overrlapping parts and the corressponding centters of mass, better
b
resullts are achieved even for words
w
of few letters and lim
mited
length, where mosst of the state-of-the-art metthods fail.

(8)

௫ୀ
௬ୀ

௫ୀ

௬ୀ

Fig. 3.
3 The line connecting the tw
wo centers of mass. Its inclinnation
corressponds to the coaarse estimation off the word image skew angle.

(7)

(10)

௫ୀூೣᇲ Ȁଷ

௬ୀ

௬ୀ

wheere ܫ௫ᇱ is the leength of the coorrected word image and ܷ݈
ܷ and
 ݈ܤare
a the upper and
a lower baseeline respectiv
vely, detected from
the core-region
c
deetection algoriithm.
After
A
definingg the updated centers of maass (see Fig. 5)
5 the
incliination of the line that connnects them is calculated by eq.
e 11
and in that way a finer estim
mation of the word image skew
anglle is achieved..

B. SStep 2: Iterativve Finer Estim
mations of the Word Skew
A the next steep, the overlappping parts arre calculated again
At
a
for thhe corrected word
w
image annd the core-reggion of the woord is
deteccted. In that way,
w the mainn part of the word
w
image (innside
the core-region) is distinguisshed from thhe ascenders and
desccenders (see Fiig.4).


ݕԢ
 െ ݕԢ
ݏԢ ൌ ି݊ܽݐଵ ሺ 
ሻ

ݔԢ
 െ ݔԢ

(11)

Fig. 5.
5 The line thatt connects the uppdated centers of
o mass. Its incliination
correesponds in a finerr estimation of thee word image skeew angle.

Fig. 4.
4 The overlappiing parts are calcculatied for the coorrected image annd the
core-rrgion of the handdwritten word is detected.
d

After
A
correctiing the skew
w detected, th
he second steep is
repeeated iterativeely until a finnest skew estim
mation is reaached.
Wheen our last esstimation of the word imaage skew anggle is
smaaller than a deffined accuracyyܽܿ, the algorrithm stops annd the
totall skew is deffined as the sum of all previous
p
calcuulated
valu
ues as follows::

IIn order to deetect the core--region of thee word imagee, the
algorithm of reinfforced projecttion profiles described
d
in [7]
[ is
t upper andd lower baselinnes of the worrd are
usedd. In that way the
deteccted.
A this point the centers of
At
o mass of thee two overlappping
partss are calculateed again, thouugh only the information innside
the core-region is
i taken under considerattion. The upddated

 ݕ )
coorrdinates of thee centers of maass (ݔԢ ǡ ݕԢ
 ) and (ݔԢ ǡ ݕԢ
are given
g
by eq. 7-10:

ܶ௦ ൌ  ݏ

(12)



wheere ݅ is the nuumber of skeew angle estim
mations needed to
achiieve accuracy ܽܿand ݏ is thhe estimated word
w
skew in the
t ݅th caalculation.
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B excluding the
By
t informatioon outside the core-region of
o the
wordd and by upddating the cennters of masss considering only
remaaining informaation, a finer estimation off the skew anggle is
achieeved. This iss due to thee fact that thhe ascenders and
desccenders of a word
w
have a major
m
contributtion in the verrtical
averrage deviationn of the foreeground pixels and they affect
a
erronneously the skkew estimationn.
A
Also,
it shouldd be pointed out
o that the prroposed methhod is
baseed on the coree-region detecction algorithm
m which perfforms
betteer after eachh iteration, as the skew
w is minim
mized.
Consequently afteer a few iterattions the propposed methodd will
reachh to the finestt skew estimaation and the line connecting the
centeers of mass will be horizonttal.
IIII.

Fig. 6.
6 Representativve samples of daatasets A and B with skew (lefft) and
correected with the prooposed algorithm (right).

EXPERIM
MENTAL RESUL
LTS

I order to teest the propoosed methodology two dattasets
In
weree created. Dattaset A was based on real data
d and datasset B
on synthetic
s
dataa, while bothh datasets arre available upon
requuest.
F the constrruction of dataaset A, we useed words obtaained
For
from
m 9 differentt documents (100 words)) from the IAM
databbase [8] that were
w visually checked
c
to havve no skew. Those
T
9 doocuments weree picked so thhat the propossed method would
w
be tested
t
on vaarious handw
writing styles such as cuursive
handdwriting, rounnd and elongateed letters, thicck and thin strookes.
All words
w
were fiirst binarized using the adaaptive techniquue of
[9]. At a next steep, they weree rotated in 11 different anngles
m -5° to 5° witth 1° step. In that
t way we formed
f
a datasset of
from
11000 real words foor which the ground-truth
g
w known.
was
I order to foorm dataset B,
In
B we obtainned instances (100
wordds) from a ranndom list of feeling
f
words found in [10]] and
Braddley Hand IT
TC fonts was used to connstruct a syntthetic
printted handwritteen-like datasett. Again, the word
w
images were
rotatted in 11 diffe
ferent angles from
f
-5° to 5°° with 1° stepp and
form
med a dataset of 1100 syntthetic words with known skew
grouund truth. Dataaset B comparred to datasett A contains words
w
withh more accuraate ground trutth while repreesentative sam
mples
of datasets A andd B together with
w the skew estimation reesults
usingg the proposedd methodologyy are given inn Fig.6.
F the experriments condducted the acccuracy demaanded
For
from
m the proposeed algorithm was 0.1° whhile the maxim
mum
posssible iterationns were set to
t be 4. In order to maake a
comp
mparison with current handdwritten wordd skew estim
mation
statee-of-the-art tecchniques, we implemented (i) Blumensteein et
al. [6] algorithhm, (ii) Saffabakhsh annd Khadivi [11]
b techniquee, (iii) the classsical
miniimization of thhe bounding box
Projeection Profiles of Postl et al.
a [12] and (iiv) the Papanddreou
and Gatos [13] ennhanced Projecction Profile. Also,
A
we enhaanced
menstein et al.. [6] algorithm
m with the prooposed overlappping
Blum
partss in order too measure thhe influence of the innovvative
elem
ments that were introducedd in the propoosed techniquue. It
shouuld also be meentioned that neither
n
regresssion algorithm
ms nor
Houugh transform could perforrm successiveely with that little
inforrmation of a word annd therefore they were not
impllemented. Forr all these meethods, the avverage word im
mage
skew
w error estimattion was calcuulated in degreees. The resultts are
preseented in Tablee I.

TAB
BLE I. AVERAGE ERROR DEVIATIO
ON IN WORD IMA
AGE SKEW ESTIMA
ATION
Different Word Skew
Estimation Techniiques

Error Deviatiion in Degrees

Dataaset A

Dataseet B

Dataset A&B

B
Blumenstein
et al. [6]

0,9993

0,66
66

0,8229

Safab
bakhsh and Khaddivi [11]

1,7795

2,10
00

1,9447

Postl et al. [12]]

1,4410

0,53
36

0,9773

Papaandreou and Gatoos [13]

1,1145

0,47
79

0,8112

Blumenstein et al. [66] with
overlapping partts

0,8863

0,57
75

0,7119

P
Proposed
Techniqque

0,5580

0,41
15

0,4997

A it is dem
As
monstrated in Table I the proposed meethod
outp
performs the above
a
mentionned state-of-th
he-art algorithm
ms in
both
h datasets A and
a B. Furtherrmore, it is eaasily observedd that
mosst of the algorithms perforrm better in dataset
d
B, thaat has
syntthetic data, thaan in dataset A that has reaal words due to
t the
lack
k of variationss in the handw
writing style. All
A the algoritthms,
exceept the one prroposed, testedd in real word
ds have an average
error deviation thhat almost excceeds 1°. Wee can state thaat the
prop
posed algorithhm can betteer handle the variations inn the
hand
dwriting styless.
A
Also,
it is proofound from thhe results dem
monstrated in Table
T
I th
hat the overlaapping parts along with the corresponnding
centters of mass that are desccribed in thiss paper is a more
efficcient way to divide
d
the worrd image than
n the one propposed
in [6]. Furtherm
more, the coontribution off the core-reegion
information is shhown from thhe performancce of the propposed
orithm against the enhancedd algorithm off Blumenstein et al.
algo
[6].
I Fig. 7 therre is a represeentative examp
In
ple of the iterrative
resu
ults of the propposed method for a word im
mage.
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contribution of each of the innovative elements proposed is
experimentally proved. The proposed algorithm is not
computationally expensive, it is more robust and accurate and
it can perform well also with words of small length.

Skew angle: -5°
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